Laws Explanation History Dray William
the explanation of action in history - commonknowledge - explanation) as part of an overarching question of
whether or not social science (including history, anthropology, criminology, and economic and political theory) is
a branch of natural science. it is the covering law perspective as a theoretical basis for ... - explanation. dray
defined the notion of cov-ering law explanation as follows: to put it in a summary way, what the theory main-tains
is that explanation is achieved, and only achieved, by subsuming what is to be explained under a general law. such
an account of the basic structure of explanation is sometimes referred to as "the regularity analysis;" but because it
makes use of the notion of ... philosophy of history by william h. dray (review) - the subject of law and
explanation in history is analysed chiefly in terms of what leading english-language philosophers like
mandelbaum, donagan, hempel, oakeshott, coilingwood, and scriven have said on the subject. 73925 ch01 ggs princeton university press home page - 6 see, for example, dray, laws and explanation in history, p. 12, and alan
donagan, Ã¢Â€Âœcan philosophers learn from historians?Ã¢Â€Â• in mind, science, and history , ed. howard
kiefer and milton munitz (albany: state university of new york press, 1970), p. 244. laws, causality and the
intentional explanation of action - laws, causality and the intentional explanation of action 281 turned their
attention to, and which have prompted serious debate. first, philosophers disagree on whether an intentional
explanation of action necessarily historical, explanation - macspheremaster - explanationo the idea that
historical explanation makes implicj.t use of genej::>al laws and is, hence, logically similar to scientific
explanation, is examined and driticizecl in the process of worÃ‚Â king tmvard. an answer to the main problem,
the ... philosophy of history: the structure of historical explanation - selected readings in philosophy of
history. c. robert j. richards, Ã¢Â€Âœthe structure of narrative explanation in history and biology,Ã¢Â€Â• in
history and evolution , eds. m. nitecki and d. nitecki (suny, 1992). explanations, predictions, and laws - fitelson
- hempel, 'the function of general laws in history," in aspects of scientific explanation and other essays in the
philosophy of science. new york: the free ress, 1965, parliament, laws and you - ks2 illustrated booklet parliament, laws and you - ks2 illustrated booklet author: parliament's education service subject: learn about the
basics of parliament and law making with this cctizenship teaching resource for ks2 students. ... philosophy of
history by william h. dray - laws and explanation in history pearson - philosophy of history - william h. dray this
introduction to the philosophy of history focuses on six central problems in critical philosophy of revisiting
hempelÃ¢Â€Â™s 1942 contribution to the philosophy of ... - eral laws of history and about causal explanation.
these topics may con-cern the philosopher of history and also the sociologist or anthropologist, but they are
speculative and derivative, and at best marginal for the practic-ing historian or philologist.Ã¢Â€Â•5 unlike dray,
kristeller believed that the very direction of philosophical research, into an analysis of explanation, was mistaken
... the 613 laws of the old testament - friendsofsabbath - a simplified listing of the laws of god as they were
understood by the old testament hebrews, and the hebrew people of the present day. the hebrew word for "law" is
torah.
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